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I mention this because in both cases they came to our lodge
for dinner before our stated meeting and completed petitions. I had
spoken very highly of our lodge to both of them so I had a lot at
stake in delivering the type of lodge experience that I had promised.
Needless to say, our brothers did not
disappoint. It was great to see so many brothers go out of their way
to speak with these candidates and make them feel welcome. Both
men mentioned to me how good of a group our lodge seemed to be.
It made me proud to be a member of our lodge.
In addition, as I sat in the West for my first stated meeting
in January, I was impressed by the quality of person that our lodge
has attracted. We have a vibrant membership that we should be very
proud of. So many things struck me at the meeting: whether it was
the way our newly elected Worshipful Master conducted his first
meeting with confidence, energy, and humor, or how the trustees
have continued to do such a good job with our investments, or how
our secretary continues to excel in his many duties, or how involved
all of the past masters and other brothers on the sidelines are during
our meetings, I feel very fortunate that I chose to petition Ancient
Landmark Lodge #5. Let’s keep it up. The outlook is good.

Blessed
Most of my life I have been involved in some Masonic
event whether it was an Eastern star family dinner or a shrine family
Barbecue all the way to being involved as the master of the lodge.
I was the Master Councilor for my DeMolay chapter in my teens
and Chief of Staff for Osman Shrine and as I look back on all these
things I have done in my Masonic life I always look back and see
how I always looked up to someone.
When I was just a youth being dragged to events, I had all
these other Mother and Father figures of whom some are still around
today and I still remember with pride. As a DeMolay I had my chapter dad and advisors working with me to help me be a better person
for my DeMolay brothers (and those girls in Jobs Daughters).
I now have all these brothers in lodge, Shrine, Scottish Rite
and York Rite and I see how enriched my life has become with all
these great people in my life and I truly see an enriched life. Although my dog keeps wondering where I keep disappearing too and
why I don’t stay home with him more often, it’s the friendship and
brotherhood that keeps me going and gets me out of my lazy boy.
I am glad I have been blessed with all of these people whom
I have looked up to and been able to call friend and brother and I
wish to thank everyone.

Eric Froistad
Senior Warden

Rique Beslin Jr
Worshipful Master

Spreading Masonry
		

By the time this article is read we will
have increased our ranks by three newly raised
Brothers. Making more Masons should be the primary goal of every Masonic Lodge. The question is how to accomplish this goal with out recruitment?
The examples we set as every day Masons is as good a
place to start as any. Put to use our working tools, build a better man.
One emulated by other men seeking virtue and morality. Lead by
example and others will follow. Take pride in the fact that you were
selected by the Fraternity to be their Brother.

Proud to Be a Member
Last December, I had the privilege of
raising my cousin. The two of us had
been talking about Masonry for some
time, and in seeing my enthusiasm for
not only the craft but for our Lodge, he decided to petition. Also, a
few months previous a connection of mine asked me about my mason ring and we ended up having a nice discussion about Masonry
in general and about our lodge specifically. He too has petitioned the
lodge.

Rick Hugley
Junior Warden
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Birth

Initiated

Passed

Raised

Celestial Lodge

Lyle Dixon
James Hockert
Stephen Morse
Robert Oliver
Marvin Edelstein

11/05/1935
10/26/1951
8/02/1952
10/31/1928
11/11/1935

4/14/1966
5/17/1988
4/10/2003

10/20/1966
6/21/1988
4/24/2003

12/18/1958

1/29/1959

11/10/1966
11/01/1988
5/29/2003
6/28/1983
2/19/1959

9/12/2017
1/22/2018
1/23/2018
4/24/2018
4/19/2018
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